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INTRODUCTION

KEY FINDINGS

At Clackamas Lake Station, historical average
wet-season temperatures are close to freezing.

Watershed-Average Temperature and Precipitation
We use 19 climate models (CMIP5) under “historical”, “moderate”, and “business-as-usual” emissions pathways to analyze changes in watershed-average
temperature and precipitation (i.e. rain, snow).

Warming temperatures may increase snow melt
and reduce the amount of snowfall, but no recent
trends have been observed.

By the end of the century…

Under a “moderate” emissions pathway
★
★
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Under a “high” emissions pathway

5°F increase in average temperatures
8x increase in average number of days > 90°F
53% decrease in average number of days < 32°F
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Average Snowfall Frequency at Clackamas Lake Station

Rising Snow Levels
❏
❏
❏
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Quantifying changes at a local-scale can be
challenging owing to mountainous terrain.

No signiﬁcant trends in average
precipitation

8.4°F increase in average temperatures
20x increase in average number of days > 90°F
74% decrease in average number of days < 32°F

Snow Level: Height at which descending snow melts completely to rain.
Snow levels below Clackamas Lake Station elevation (3400 feet) indicate days with snow at the surface.
Snowfall frequency: % of snow days out of wet days ( > 0.25 inches) over the wet-season (November–April).
Critical Year: Decadal-average onset of snowfall frequency declining below speciﬁed thresholds.

Snow Levels

OBJECTIVES
(1) How are temperature and
precipitation likely to change
in the future over the
Clackamas River Watershed?
(2) How will the number of
snow days versus rain days
change in the future over the
Clackamas River Watershed?
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★ By end-of-century, 25-year average snowfall
frequency declines by 24.2%.
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2040

★ Observation-based snow levels are within the range of model-simulated snow levels.
★ Snow levels rise across the distribution at mid-century and end-of-century periods.
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2082

★ Results show that starting in 2040, 25% or less of
wet days will fall as snow.
★ Results show that starting in 2082, 10% or less of
wet days will fall as snow.

